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Team Member Dress Code 
Worship & Production Team  

 
As the Worship & Production Team at Tree City Church, it is our desire to do everything with the 
purpose of pointing people to Jesus - not ourselves. Both what people hear and what they see is a 
big part of them engaging in worship. There are important factors to be aware of when you are 
serving that need to affect the way you dress (i.e. lighting, the height of the platform, cameras, 
etc.). 
 
Whether you are on the platform or production, here are some general guidelines that will help us 
blend in, not stand out, and keep us from being a distraction from the purpose of our gatherings: 
 

● Please avoid wearing anything white, overly bright, or tight-striped patterns as they are 
difficult for cameras and screens. Please do not wear anything that is shiny or reflective.  
 

● Please do not wear anything sheer or see-through. Be aware that stage lighting has an 
effect on clothing that normal lighting does not, especially when being filmed in 4K. We also 
often shoot tight shots of vocalists and musicians potentially highlighting the effect lighting 
has on your clothes. If you’re ever not sure of the effect stage lighting will have on your 
clothes, please wear an extra layer to be safe.  
 

● Please avoid wearing anything that is exceptionally tight, short, or revealing. Because of the 
height of our stage, please do not wear skirts or dresses shorter than knee-length. Also, ask 
yourself if the top you are wearing passes the “raised arms test.” Raise your arms in 
worship, and if your midriff shows, please wear a longer top. 
 

● Please avoid wearing anything with brand or shape prints and symbols (with the exception 
of Tree City Church swag, of course). 

 
● Please ensure undergarments remain under your outer garments. 

 
● If wearing a hat, please be sure it doesn’t create shadows on your face. Please ensure 

viewers in person and on screen participants can see your eyes. Please avoid wearing hats 
with brand or shape prints and symbols (again, with the exception of Tree City Church 
branding). 
 

● When serving on the production team, please wear dark clothing - preferably black, and 
pants are encouraged instead of shorts, skirts, or dresses.  

 
If you have any other questions about wardrobe, please feel free to ask anytime. Thank you for 
serving in this ministry with excellence and a commitment of pointing people to Jesus! 


